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Ceremony celebrates Justice Hall

Four justice-seekers announced as namesakes of the building’s towers
B Y A LEX B UDZYNSKI AND
T REVOR T IEMEYER
Editor-in-Chief and
Guest Writer
The Xavier community
congregated on Tuesday to
recognize the renaming of
Justice Hall and to announce
the first four individuals who
will be the namesakes of the
building’s four towers.
To conclude the annual
Spirit Celebration, attendees
migrated from Bellarmine
Chapel to the doors of Justice Hall and the Hoff Dining
Commons, assembling below
the Student Commitment
banner.
Dr. Julia O’Hara, co-chair
of the Fenwick Place Renaming Committee, shared that
Justice Hall’s towers will be
named after Henrietta Wood,
John Lewis, Antonio Johnson
and Dr. Janice Walker.
The first tower will be
named after Henrietta Wood,
a freed woman living in Cincinnati who was kidnapped
and sold back into slavery in
1853. After the Civil War, she
sued her owner for reparations and won.
“Henrietta Wood’s story
reminds us that we live in a
society where slavery once existed, and its legacies continue
to exist. By commemorating
her, we signal our refusal to
erase this history from public
view,” O’Hara explained.
The second tower will be
dedicated to former Senator
John Lewis, a civil rights activist who participated in the
march from Selma and served
as a congressman for Georgia
for more than 30 years.
“Our commemoration of
him reminds us that the work
left to be done in our own
community and beyond to
ensure that the blessings of
American liberty and justice
are shared by all,” O’Hara explained.
Antonio Johnson will be

Newswire photo by Alex Budzynski

To conclude this year’s Spirit Celebration, students, faculty and staff gathered outside Justice Hall to bless and dedicate the newly
UHQDPHG EXLOGLQJ 3KRWRJUDSKHG DERYH 'U &ROOHHQ +DQ\F] SUHVLGHQW JLYHV KHU UHPDUNV RQ WKH VLJQLÀFDQFH RI UHQDPLQJ WKH EXLOGLQJ

the namesake of the third
tower. He was a former Xavier student who was a student
leader and activist, serving as
president of the Afro-American Students Association,
now called the Black Student
Association.
“He passed away at the
age of 22. The Xavier community remembers him as a
compassionate,
committed,
and persuasive advocate for
social justice,” O’Hara said.
“Our commemoration of him
affirms that Xavier students
can and do change the world
for the better.”
Finally, Dr. Janice Walker,
a notable professor of mathematics and the former Vice
President of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion, will be
commemorated in the fourth
tower.
“Dr Janice Walker has

been a path-breaking leader
at Xavier,” O’Hara said. “Our
commemoration of her recognizes the power of Xavier’s
faculty, staff and administrators to make an enduring impact on our community.”
The decision to commemorate four justice-seekers was
announced last winter in the
renaming committee’s recommendation letter to former
president Fr. Michael Graham.
“We recommended that
Fenwick Place be renamed
Justice Hall and that each of
its four towers be named for
individuals whom we wish to
honor for their service to the
cause of justice,” the letter
read. “In the spirit of continuing the process of dialogue,
we also recommended that the
towers be renamed periodically through a collaborative

process.”
After it was discovered
that Xavier’s founder, Bishop
Edward Fenwick, owned enslaved individuals, a working
group was tasked with assessing how the university could
respond.
The resulting renaming
committee chose Justice Hall
to remember the injustices
of the past while recognizing
the continual need to work
towards justice. Members of
the committee were aided by
the Stained Glass Initiative, a
group dedicated to addressing
Xavier’s historical connection
to slavery.
The building was officially renamed on July 1, when
Physical Plant staff replaced
the lettering on the side of
the building and on campus
maps. This marked the end of
a four-year process started by

former president Graham in
2017.
Dr. Colleen Hanycz, president, was among those in attendance who addressed the
significance of renaming the
building.
Student Government Association President Mickey
Townsend also spoke, blessing
the hall.
“Please allow Justice Hall
to be the cornerstone of Xavier University’s mission, helping us be more inclusive and
loving,” Townsend stated. “As
we remember the past of this
building and the past of our
university, open our hearts to
understand the pain and hurt.”
The ceremony ended with
the traditional closing of the
Spirit Celebration: blessings
from faith leaders across campus who represent various denominations and religions.
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Vandalism email faces backlash

A letter from administrators was sent last Thursday to address incidents
B Y G RACE H AMILTON AND ‘prevent’ the kind of abhorrent behavior that we are exO LIVIA V ALKNER
periencing would require that
6WDৼ:ULWHUV
In a letter to the Xavier
community, Vice President
of Risk Management Jeff
Coleman and Chief Student
Affairs Officer Dave Johnson
outlined new guidelines for
responding to racially-motivated incidents of vandalism
on Xavier’s campus.
In January, stickers promoting a White nationalist
group were found around
Xavier’s campus.
The Black Lives Matter
banner outside Bellarmine
Chapel was also defaced and
cut on multiple occasions.
This was not the first time
such an incident had occurred,
as similar acts took place in
2019.
Each time, the incidents
were condemned by the university, declared as bias incidents and officially investigated by XUPD. Labor Day
weekend saw a similar incident take place, with more
stickers bearing the White
nationalist group name and
message placed in prominent
spots across campus.
The letter reads: “To truly

we cultivate a dramatically
different campus experience,
adopting measures that would
shift our campus into a far
more guarded, exclusive and
insular space.”
The letter expresses hesitancy in reporting the name
of the hate group to prevent
its message from being spread
further and warns against
posting about these incidents
on social media.
“Going forward, we will
update students and employees through internal communication tools rather than
social media, to ensure our response to these incidents does
not further encourage these
groups and provide attention
to their causes,” report Coleman and Johnson.
A student responded to
the statement, saying, “I find
myself reading through these
statements and think ‘This
really happens on campus?’
Because no one really talks
about it… There are other
people that attend school here
and they want to know what
is going on, because their lives
are potentially at risk with

Newswire photo by Kate Ferrell

In a letter to campus, the university addressed the racially-motivated
incidents on campus, most recently by a Labor Day vandalism.

this stuff.”
The email stated that there
is no reason to believe that
harm to any student is likely.
One student expressed
doubt about this belief.
“I think one thing that
bothers me is that they recognize that what these people
are doing is wrong, but they
are also stating that they don’t
think anything harmful will
happen… But who’s to say
that they wouldn’t turn vio-

lent if they saw a person of
color at the time? They could
just be testing the waters,
and it could totally turn into
something bigger,” one student said.
The most recent incident
involved a large sticker promoting White nationalist
group being placed over a map
near Hailstones Hall. There
were attempts by XUPD to
remove the sticker, but eventually it was covered by white

duct tape.
“I called XUPD to report
it since it was early on Labor Day... I was expecting
a follow up email similar to
last year when they tore the
BLM signs, but I never saw
anything of it, which I found
odd,” the student said.
“Though considering the
new protocol, I guess that
makes sense, I just find it sickening that there’s people out
there who actually believe
such a tormented ideology
and want to spread hatred,”
the student added.
The same student expressed concern over the university’s efforts to keep all
investigations and news of
these incidents internal.
“The covering up of these
things is concerning for the
safety of our campus,” they
said.
The students responding
to these incidents and the
university’s response wished
to remain anonymous out of
fear of retaliation by the university.
If further incidents occur, students can report them
through the Guardian Application, or by reaching XUPD
at (513) 745-2000.

Cincinnati to host Story Quilts project in October
Mazloomi gave LTA permission to use her quilts in a
show that is currently being
Story Quilts, a national held at the National Underproject dedicated to truth and ground Railroad Freedom
reconciliation, is in Cincin- Center in downtown Cincinnati and challenging Xavier nati. The showcase feeds into
students to be a part of the the second part of the proconversations
surrounding gram and includes making
systemic racism and social individual quilt squares while
facilitating
conversations
justice.
The project is a part of Na- about racism.
This allows Xavier stutional Truth and Reconciliation, a division of the Center dents and community memfor Community Resilience at bers to come in and share
Washington University and their own stories.
Dr. Erica Page, the Prothe Truth and Reconciliation
Grant Program. It is present- gram Manager and Organizaed via the Learning Through tional Effectiveness Manager
for Story Quilts, emphasized
Art (LTA).
The program was inspired the importance of sharing a
by Dr. Carolyn Mazloomi, safe space.
“We don’t just sit people
an African-American author
and quilter, who created a down with craft materials and
quilt in response to the death hope they talk about someof George Floyd. Her quilts thing serious,” Page noted.
hang in art museums around “Facilitators are there to help
the world, and these quilts people feel more comfortable
sparked an interest in the di- to share things that may have
rector of Story Quilts, Kathy been traumatizing in the past
or struggles they currently
Wade.
“In my head, I knew that face.”
The third and final aspect
I wanted to do something
where we could combine art of the program is a concert
to have these difficult conver- program titled “A Black Ansations about truth and rec- thology of Music: The Resilonciliation around racism,” ience of Jazz.” The concert is
centered around the parallels
Wade said.
Wade sees these quilts as a between jazz and systemway to launch conversations ic racism in the framing of
about individual truths while America. The details of the
coming together as a commu- performance are still in the
nity to have large conversa- works, but it has been moved
tions about racism in today’s to a virtual platform to offer
more community members a
society.

B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

chance to watch the performance.
Story Quilts was set to
hold a facilitated conversation on Xavier’s campus, but
they were forced to postpone
the event due to an increase
in COVID-19 cases. To combat the issue of uncertainty
in the pandemic, Story Quilts
moved to a virtual format so
that students are still given
the opportunity to participate
in the community conversation. This virtual event will
be held on Oct. 6 at 6 p.m.
Dr. Jamie Trnka, a Xavier
professor and conversation
facilitator for Story Quilts,
stressed the powerful opportunity the program provides
to students and all Xavier
community members.
“It’s important to make
sure our own campus dialogue
stays connected to dialogues
that extend to other communities that we may be more
adjacent to than integrated
with,” Trnka noted.
She believes we are called
to “understand better the
communities we touch and
our members are differently
affiliated with.”
Event facilitators hope
the virtual format will allow students to learn about
themselves, along with their
identities and core values.
The participants will move
to smaller breakout rooms to
have facilitated conversations,
sharing their quilt square and
what it means to them.

In the end, the organizers
will ask all participants to upload photos of their specific
quilt square to Story Quilts
to share their experience and
story. Students then can go to
storyquilts2021.com and not
only see the different squares,
but assemble their own quilt,
choosing pieces on the website they like.

“We want people to know
that these quilt squares are
the emphasis for them to
keep the conversation going,”
Wade said.
There will be pre-packaged
materials available on campus
on Oct. 6 for students to make
their quilt squares without
having to buy their own materials.

Photo courtesy of creativecommons.org

A national project called Story Quilts is coming to Cincinnati, challenging
Xavier students and community members to participate in the project.
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Cintas Center adds new upgrades

The home of Xavier basketball receives a new jumbotron and more updates

customized multimedia displays.
Each video board makes
The completion of a multi up one side of the scoreboard
million dollar technology and has a four-megapixel resproject in Cintas Center has olution.
enhanced the game day expeThe ribbon display will
rience for Xavier sports fans mainly be used for sponsor
and student athletes.
displays or fan cues during the
These upgrades include a game.
new, high-definition score“The new scoreboard will
board, two and a half times be a game changer for fan
the size of its predecessor, experience,” Brian Hicks, the
with an improved fascia rib- associate athletics director for
bon display, updated graphics external relations at Xavier,
systems and high-definition said. “(It) will impact every
cameras for game broadcasts. facet of the game experience.”
The $3 million investment
“We try to make the in-venfor the project was funded ue experience a lot different
through private gifts and rev- from watching television at
enue from Xavier’s multime- home, and the technology in
dia rights relationship with the building goes a long way
Learfield IMG College, a to help enhance the fan expethird-party collegiate market- rience, from sponsor engageing firm.
ment to fan prompts,” Hicks
The decision to upgrade added.
the scoreboard and ensuing
These changes will affect
technology came after the game day for both fans in Cinprevious scoreboard display, tas and those at home.
installed in 2010, began aging
Fans at home will be able
in modern-day picture quality. to view live streams or broadThe new main video board is casts of Xavier games in betan upgrade in both size and ter quality picture and with
resolution.
better audio.
The
third-generation
Technology infrastructure
scoreboard is manufactured also had behind-the-scenes
by ANC, a company that spe- upgrades. Cintas officials hope
cializes in the production of the new high-definition cam-

B Y J USTIN M ALONE
Guest Writer

eras and updated graphics will
allow for smoother operations
of the video boards during
games. This also lets the fans
watch replays, highlights or
view scores on a crisper and
more detailed quality display.
Administrators hope the
scoreboard and technology improvements will help
the Cintas Center remain an
up-to-date facility, especially
since it is a 21-year-old venue. Hicks called Cintas Xavier Athletics’ “front porch,”
making it vital to invest in the
building.
The Cintas Center is also
undergoing cosmetic renovations to upgrade the
concourse and the technology located on it with new
high-definition
televisions
and audio speakers.
Future Cintas projects include finishing team locker
room projects for Xavier and
visiting student athletes, as
well as the construction of
the Klekamp Family Training
Center adjacent to Cintas, an
auxiliary gym and strength
and conditioning facility.
“We have also had other
strategic investments in the
student athlete side, which
helps recruit and provide a
better experience for our stu-

Newswire photo by Justin Malone

7KH&LQWDV&HQWHUUHFHLYHGVLJQLÀFDQWXSJUDGHVWKLVVXPPHULPSURYLQJ
fan experience. Better audio and picture quality headline these updates.

dent athletes,” Hicks noted.
Early fan responses of the
upgrades, especially the video
scoreboard, have been largely positive. The video board
and technology updates will
be utilized in Cintas events

this season, and administrators hope this will allow more
Xavier fans to have a greater
gameday experience and to
enjoy cheering on the Musketeers in the newly-updated
arena.

were generally the same as
any year.
“COVID certainly has us
more focused on safety and
health,” Lambert said, referring to the responsibilities of
hall directors.
“We do our best to enforce
the guidelines... to keep students healthy,” she added.
Another challenge the Res
Life staff faces is vandalism
within Xavier’s facilities. Acknowledging the work put

into the quality of the communities at Xavier, Lambert
feels disappointed and disheartened that vandalism is a
problem the staff has to encounter.
“We need the help of the
students in the buildings,”
Lambert urged.
Encouraging the “see
something, say something”
policy, Res Life staff aims
to reduce vandalism and the
stress it can create.

Res Life witnesses large Hall Director turnover
Xavier.
Res Life’s mission is to help
students of Xavier succeed in
The Office of Residence communities that are incluLife (Res Life) welcomes five sive, accepting and accommonew Hall Directors this year, dating.
COVID-19 and educational
Explaining the office’s puropportunities to a high turn- pose, Senior Director of the
over rate for the position in Office of Residence Life, Lori
the past year. Of the six, five Lambert provided a brief
are new to the position at statement about the goals Res

Life aims to achieve.
“We are committed to providing continued learning
and leadership opportunities
outside of the classroom,”
she stated, connecting Jesuit
values to the foundation and
mission of Res Life.
As a senior director with
34 years of experience, Lambert admitted that her favorite
part of working with Res Life
is the staff: the central office,
hall directors and RAs.
Underneath the Res Life
office umbrella, hall directors
are professional staff tasked
with watching over their assigned residential area. They
are trained to act for educational opportunities and work
closely with Student Affairs.
The turnover rate for hall
directors has been higher
than average this year.
“Typically, we don’t have
this much turnover all at
once,” Lambert said, chalking
up the numbers to COVID-19
and
other
opportunities
the previous hall directors
chose to pursue. Without
COVID-19, Lambert estimated that the turnover rate
would’ve only been half, if
even that.
She added that the new
staff has been able to pick up
the procedures and practices put into place throughout
2020 and reestablish them
this year.
Despite the pandemic-speNewswire photo by Alex Budzynski
5HV/LIHVWDIIKDVVHHQDODUJHWXUQRYHUUDWHRI+DOO'LUHFWRUVZLWKÀYHRI cific practices and procedures,
WKH VL[ WHDP PHPEHUV EHLQJ QHZ WR WKH SRVLWLRQ WKLV VFKRRO \HDU the expectations for staff

B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU

September 13, 2021
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
 The current SGA Executives announced
that the vacancy left as a result of Vice
President Marina Salazar’s resignation will
not be filled. According to the SGA Constitution under Section 6d, the President can
choose whether or not to fill a vacancy at
the end of a term.
 Leah Busam-Klenowski and Dustin Lewis,
SGA faculty advisors, challenged the Senators to come up with the three biggest issues on campus currently and work to find
resolutions to them.
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Pureval, Mann to debate at Xavier

The mayoral candidates focus on economic, COVID-19 recovery in platforms
B Y S OPHIE B OULTER AND
E THAN N ICHOLS
:RUOG1HZV(GLWRUDQG
6WDৼ:ULWHU
+DPLOWRQ &RXQW\ &OHUN
$IWDE3XUHYDODQG&LW\&RXQ
FLOPDQ 'DYLG 0DQQ ZLOO SDU
WLFLSDWH LQ D GHEDWH KRVWHG E\
;DYLHUDQGWKH&LQFLQQDWL(Q
TXLUHUQH[W7XHVGD\DWSP
LQ WKH &LQWDV &HQWHU 3XUHYDO
DQG 0DQQ HPHUJHG IURP D
FURZGHG 0D\ SULPDU\ IURP
ZKLFKXQGHUFLW\HOHFWLRQODZ
WKH WRS WZR FDQGLGDWHV FRP
SHWHLQWKHIDOOHOHFWLRQ
3XUHYDODQG0DQQDUHERWK
'HPRFUDWV UXQQLQJ LQ WKH
PD\RUDOUDFH
;DYLHU·V *RYHUQPHQW 5H
ODWLRQV 'LUHFWRU 6HDQ &RP
HU KHOSHG VHW XS WKH GHEDWH
EHWZHHQ WKH WZR FDQGLGDWHV
KRVWHG E\ WKH (QTXLUHU LQ
FRQMXQFWLRQ ZLWK ;DYLHU DQG
:9;8
´:H DW WKH XQLYHUVLW\ 
ZDQW WR EH VHHQ DV D OHDGHU
LQ IUDPLQJ XS JRRG FRQYHU
VDWLRQVµ&RPHUVDLG
+H H[SODLQHG WKDW &LQFLQ
QDWL·VPD\RUDOUDFHLVQRQSDU
WLVDQ VR WKH EDOORW GRHV QRW
VWDWHWKHLUSDUWLVDQDIILOLDWLRQ
7KHWRSWZRFDQGLGDWHVLQWKH
SULPDU\ PRYH RQ WR WKH HOHF
WLRQUHJDUGOHVVRI WKHLUSDUW\
´7KH\ PD\ UXQ D PRUH
FRQVHUYDWLYH RU PRUH OLEHUDO
FDPSDLJQEXW\RXKDYHWZR
FDQGLGDWHVZKRDUH'HPRFUDWV
UXQQLQJIRUPD\RUµKHVDLG

3KRWRVFRXUWHV\RI:LNLPHGLD&RPPRQV

3XUHYDODQG0DQQWKHWRSFDQGLGDWHVIRUPD\RUZLOOIDFHRIILQDGHEDWHKRVWHGE\WKH&LQFLQQDWL(QTXLUHULQ
FRQMXQFWLRQZLWK;DYLHUDQG:9;8QH[W7XHVGD\7KH\DUHH[SHFWHGWRGLVFXVVLQIUDVWUXFWXUHGXULQJWKHGHEDWH

3XUHYDOZDVILUVWHOHFW
HGWRWKHFOHUN·VRIILFHLQ
´+H PDGH D UXQ DW &RQ
JUHVV LQ  DQG ZDV XQ
VXFFHVVIXO LQ KLV ELGµ &RPHU
VDLG UHIHUULQJ WR 3XUHYDO·V
UDFH DJDLQVW 86 5HS 6WHYH
&KDERW 52KLR 3XUHYDO ZDV
UHHOHFWHGDV&OHUNRI &RXUWV
LQ
,Q KLV FXUUHQW FDPSDLJQ
3XUHYDOFRQWLQXHVWRIRFXVRQ
&29,' DQG LWV LPSDFW RQ
UHQWHUV
$Q DGYRFDWH IRU UHQWHUV·
SURWHFWLRQV DQG VHUYLFHV IRU
WKRVHIDFLQJHYLFWLRQ3XUHYDO
KDV VXSSRUWHG DQ HYLFWLRQ
PRUDWRULXPGXULQJWKHKHLJKW
RI WKH&29,'SDQGHPLF

,Q -XQH  3XUHYDO VHW
XS D 7HQDQW +HOS &HQWHU DV
HYLFWLRQSURFHHGLQJVUHVXPHG
LQ+DPLOWRQ&RXQW\
3XUHYDO KDV DOVR UHOHDVHG
WZRSROLF\SDSHUVIRUKLVFXU
UHQW FDPSDLJQ 2QH SDJH
GRFXPHQWIRFXVHVRQZKDWKH
FDOOVKLV´2QH&LQFLQQDWL(FR
QRPLF 5HFRYHU\ 3ODQµ 7KH
GRFXPHQW LQFOXGHV VHFWLRQV
IRU UHFRYHU\ JURZWK DQG HT
XLW\
7KH RWKHU SROLF\ LV KLV
SDJH ´$IIRUGDEOH +RXV
LQJ 3ODQµ 7KH SROLF\ FRQ
WDLQVIRXUVHFWLRQVIRFXVHGRQ
UHIRUPLQJ WKH ]RQLQJ FRGH
SURFHVV SDUWQHULQJ ZLWK GH
YHORSHUV DQG ODQGORUGV WR LQ

Students weigh in on statues
B Y J ACKSON H ARE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
&KHHULQJ FURZGV WRSSOHG
WKH 5REHUW ( /HH VWDWXH
LQ 5LFKPRQG 9D DIWHU WKH
VWDWH·VVXSUHPHFRXUWUXOHGLQ
IDYRURI LWVUHPRYDOODVWZHHN
3URWHVWHUV KDYH UHQHZHG
PRPHQWXP LQ WKH FDOO WR UH
PRYH &RQIHGHUDWH VWDWXHV
DFURVVWKH86VLQFHDV
PRYHPHQWV IRU UDFLDO MXVWLFH
JDLQHG WUDFWLRQ DURXQG WKH
FRXQWU\
7KH FXUUHQW ZDYH RI  SUR
WHVWVKLW5LFKPRQGODVWZHHN
DIWHU9LUJLQLD·VVXSUHPHFRXUW
HQDEOHG WKH UHPRYDO RI  WKH
\HDUROGVWDWXHRI /HHLQ
DUXOLQJ
7KH VWDWXH·V UHPRYDO IRO
ORZHG  PRQWKV RI  OLWLJD
WLRQ
7KH FRXUW·V GHFLVLRQ FDPH
DIWHU DQ RXWFU\ IURP ORFDOV
ZKR DUJXHG WKDW WKH VWDWXH·V
SUHVHQFH SUHYHQWV WKH FRP
PXQLW\ IURP KHDOLQJ IURP
ZRXQGVRI WKHSDVW
7KH VWDWXH DSSHDUHG RQ
5LFKPRQG·V KLVWRULF 0RQX
PHQW $YHQXH ZKLFK ZDV WKH
FDSLWDO RI  WKH &RQIHGHUDF\
GXULQJWKH&LYLO:DU
;DYLHU VWXGHQWV DUH GLYLG
HGRQWKHUHPRYDORI VWDWXHV
OLNH/HH·V
6RPH VWXGHQWV DUJXH WKDW
WKH VWDWXHV FDQ SUHYHQW IXU

WKHU LQMXVWLFH E\ VHUYLQJ DV D
UHPLQGHURI WKHSDVW
´7KRVH VWDWXHV H[LVW VR
WKDWZHFDQOHDUQIURPKLVWR
U\WRWU\RXUEHVWWRHQVXUHLW
GRHVQ·W KDSSHQ DJDLQµ &ROH
:D\PH\HU ILUVW\HDU 3KLORV
RSK\ 3ROLWLFV DQG WKH 3XEOLF
333 PDMRUVDLG
´ 7KH\  VHUYH DV DQ H[DP
SOH IRU SHRSOH WR VD\ ¶7KHVH
DUHWKHSHRSOH\RXGRQ·WZDQW
WREH·µKHVDLG
2WKHU VWXGHQWV PDLQWDLQ
WKDW VWDWXHV FDQ LPSOLFLWO\
SURPRWH KDWHIXO LGHRORJ\ LI 
QRW VLJQSRVWHG ZLWK H[SOLFLW
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH SHU
VRQ·VSDVW
´,I  WKH\ OHIW WKH VWDWXH RI 
5REHUW(/HHXSWKH\VKRXOG
KDYH LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ ZKR KH
ZDV DQG ZK\ ZKDW KH VWRRG
IRU ZDV ZURQJµ &KHOVH\
.RFK D ILUVW\HDU DGYHUWLVLQJ
PDMRUVDLG
´ 7KH VWDWXH ZRXOG VHUYH 
DVDIRUPRI HGXFDWLRQLQVWHDG
RI  &RQIHGHUDWH SULGHµ VKH
FRQWLQXHG
.RFK HPSKDVL]HG WKDW
WKH YDOXHV EHKLQG WKH VWDWXH
VKRXOG EH PDGH FOHDU WR HQ
VXUHWKDWWKHVWDWXHFDQQRWEH
XVHGWRVSUHDGKDWHIXORUGLV
FULPLQDWRU\LGHRORJ\
2WKHU VWXGHQWV XQHTXLYR
FDOO\ DGYRFDWHG IRU WKH VWDW
XH·VUHPRYDOVWDWLQJWKDWDQ\
PRQXPHQWWR:KLWHVXSUHP

FHQWLYL]H DIIRUGDEOH KRXVLQJ
DVVLVWLQJ WHQDQWV IDFLQJ HYLF
WLRQV DQG FUHDWLQJ SURJUDPV
WR VXSSRUW KRPHRZQHUVKLS
DPRQJORZLQFRPHIDPLOLHV
'DYLG 0DQQ  KDV
VHUYHGDVDFLW\FRXQFLOPHP
EHUIRUPRUHWKDQ\HDUV
$IWHU IRXU \HDUV LQ WKH
1DY\ DQG HDUQLQJ D ODZ GH
JUHH IURP +DUYDUG 0DQQ
ZDVHOHFWHGWRWKH&LQFLQQDWL
&LW\&RXQFLOLQVHUYLQJ
XQWLO
'XULQJ WKDW SHULRG ZKHQ
&LQFLQQDWL·V PD\RU ZDV QRW
LQGHSHQGHQWO\ HOHFWHG 0DQQ
VHUYHG DV PD\RU IURP 
DQGDJDLQLQ
,QKHZDVHOHFWHGWR

&RQJUHVV VHUYLQJ RQH WHUP
EHIRUH ORVLQJ KLV UHHOHFWLRQ
ELGLQ
´+H VHUYHG LQ WKH WHUP LQ
&RQJUHVVWKHQVWHSSHGRXWRI 
SROLWLFVIRUDORQJWLPHFORVH
WR\HDUVµ&RPHUVDLG
,Q  0DQQ UDQ DJDLQ
IRU &LQFLQQDWL &LW\ &RXQFLO
DQGKDVVHUYHGWKHUHFRQWLQX
RXVO\VLQFH
0DQQ·V SROLF\ SDJH RQ KLV
F
ZHEVLWH
IRFXVHV RQ ZKDW KH
UHIHUVWRDV´7KH0DQQ3ODQ
/LIWLQJ 8S %ODFN &LQFLQQDWLµ
7KHSODQIRFXVHVRQVHYHQLV
VXHV ³ &29,' UHVSRQVH
HFRQRPLF JURZWK HGXFDWLRQ
SROLFH HQYLURQPHQWDO KHDOWK
OLIHH[SHFWDQF\DQGWKHIXWXUH
0DQQ·VSROLF\SDJHHPSKD
VL]HV KLV H[SHULHQFH VHUYLQJ
ZLWK&LQFLQQDWL·VILUVW$IULFDQ
$PHULFDQ FLW\ PDQDJHU 6\O
YHVWHU0XUUD\7KHSDJHDOVR
GHVFULEHV 0DQQ·V H[SHULHQFH
RI  EHLQJ PD\RU ZKHQ D IHG
HUDO GHFUHH PDQGDWHG %ODFN
DQG IHPDOH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ LQ
SROLFH UHFUXLW FODVVHV DQG LQ
SURPRWLRQV
%RWK 3XUHYDO DQG 0DQQ
VWURQJO\HPSKDVL]HWKHLUVXS
SRUW IRU %ODFN &LQFLQQDWLDQV
LQ WKHLU SROLF\ SODWIRUPV DQG
DOVR IRFXV XSRQ SDQGHPLF UH
FRYHU\DQGHFRQRPLFJURZWK
&RPHU H[SHFWV WKHVH WRS
LFV³HVSHFLDOO\DVWKH\UHODWH
WR LQIUDVWUXFWXUH DQG WR HDFK
FDQGLGDWH·V SDVW SROLWLFDO H[
SHULHQFH³WRFRPHXSGXULQJ
WKHGHEDWHQH[W7XHVGD\

The Lighter Side

DFLVW V\PEROV RU ILJXUHV SUR
Wiley woolies, quarantining quarantines
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7KH 5REHUW ( /HH VWDWXH
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W\WUDLQHGFRZVLQDQDW
&RQIHGHUDWH VWDWXHV ZHUH SXW
O\ PDPPRWKV IURP H[
WHPSW WR UHGXFH DPPR
XSDFURVVWKH86
WLQFWLRQ 6HSW 
QLDHPLVVLRQV 6HSW 
,Q WKH 9LUJLQLD 6XSUHPH
&RXUW·V UXOLQJ WKH FRXUW DU

JXHG WKDW WKH YDOXHV UHSUH
VHQWHG E\ WKH 5HFRQVWUXF
WLRQHUD VWDWXH QR ORQJHU
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German election: Scholz leads pack
B Y I VY L EWIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

On Sept. 26, Germans
will cast their votes to select
representatives for the federal Parliament, known as the
Bundestag. Olaf Scholz of
the Social Democratic Party
(SPD) leads current polls, followed closely by Armin Lashet of the Christian Democratic Party (CDU) and Annalena
Baerbock of the Green Party.
Each voter casts two votes
in the election: one for a political party, and one for a specific member of the Bundestag.
Following the vote, members
will form a majority coalition
based on party affiliation and
select the next chancellor.
A coalition is a partnership in government of two or
more parties. The chancellor
tends to be selected from the
party with the most votes in
the election.
Although the winning party will be known on election
night, the next chancellor
will not be revealed until this
party secures an absolute majority in the Bundestag and
announces their decision. Incumbent chancellor Angela
Merkel is not running in this
election, marking an end to
her 16-year run in office.
Scholz, who has served as
vice-chancellor in Germany’s
coalition government for the
past four years, is a member of
the SPD. His platform — considered left-wing by American standards, and center-left
by European ones — has in-

curred favor with the public
due to his radical proposals
and promise for change.
The SPD platform includes promises to raise the
minimum wage, reinstitute a
wealth tax on higher income
brackets and revamp the welfare system in Germany to
better serve disadvantaged
people.
Scholz has also criticized
prevailing German cultural
norms about merit and success, specifically the notion
that white-collar professionals have more merit than their
blue-collar counterparts.
“Why did Britain vote for
Brexit if it was against its
own interest? Why did America vote for Trump? I believe
it is because people are experiencing deep social insecurities, and lack appreciation for
what they do,” Scholz stated
before a campaign rally in
Lower Saxony.
Scholz is favored by voters
who support strong German
involvement with the European Union (EU). Given the
powerful role played by Germany throughout Merkel’s
tenure as chancellor, it is likely that the next chancellor will
also serve as de facto leader of
the EU.
“I believe that progress for
the EU has to be Germany’s
most pressing mission right
now. Even more so after Great
Britain sadly left,” Scholz stated.
Election polls published
last week show Scholz’s party

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

6FKRO]LVWKHVXUSULVHIURQWUXQQHURIWKH*HUPDQHOHFWLRQ$PHPEHURIWKH63'6FKRO]DGYRFDWHVIRUDZHDOWK
WD[PLQLPXPZDJHODZVDQGHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKH(XURSHDQ8QLRQ6FKRO]KDVRYHUWDNHQWKH&'8DQG*UHHQV

leading the CDU by 3-5 percentage points, accounting for
25% and 21% of the total vote
respectively.
The Greens, an environmentalist center-left coalition,
remain third in the polls with
17% of the vote. This represents a shift from past elections, where the CDU held the
highest share of votes.
The CDU is the largest
party in the Bundestag, having won 26.8% of votes in the
2017 election.
Laschet was nominated as
Merkel’s successor in April.
Members of the CDU have
cited Merkel’s popularity as
chancellor and the party’s past

success as reasons for selecting Laschet, in addition to the
center-right policies the party
has implemented throughout
Merkel’s tenure.
Baerbock, the Green Party leader, has argued that the
electoral realignment in Germany will benefit more radical
parties, such as the Greens.
“We need change to preserve what we love and cherish. Change requires courage,
and change is on the ballot on
Sept. 26,” she said.
Germans are divided on
the candidates, particularly on
Laschet, who is a controversial figure within the CDU.
“In this year’s German par-

liamentary election, none of
the three major candidates is
convincing in my opinion,”
Charlie Scholl, a political science student at Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich,
said.
“The candidates of the
CDU and CSU... had problems
from the beginning to collect
sympathy points among the
population, which resulted in
the Union losing its lead and
plummeting in the polls. The
secret winner is the candidate
of the SPD, Olaf Scholz, who
brought the SPD back to the
top of the polls through his
restrained behaviour,” she
said.

“The applicants now before
us have raised serious questions regarding the constitutionality of the Texas law
at issue. But their application
also presents complex and
novel antecedent procedural
questions on which they have
not carried their burden,” the
court said in a 5-4 decision.
The court did not rule on
the constitutionality of the
law. This means that if the
justices decide to hear the
DOJ’s case, they may eventually decide on a different ruling.
Critics of the DOJ lawsuit
argue that it is politically motivated and aims to distract
from the Biden administration’s policies.
“President Biden and his
administration are more interested in changing the national
narrative from their disastrous Afghanistan evacuation
and reckless open border policies instead of protecting the
innocent unborn,” Renae Eze,
a spokeswoman for Gov. Greg
Abbott, R-Texas, said.
Pro-choice organizations,
including Planned Parenthood, have supported the DOJ
in the lawsuit, arguing that
the Texas law contradicts the
Supreme Court’s Roe v. Wade
ruling which protects the
right to abortion.

“We are in uncharted legal
territory, a state where Roe v.
Wade is no longer essentially in effect,” Cecile Richards,
former president of Planned
Parenthood, said.
Xavier students differed in
their perceptions of the bill.
Alexa Ollier, a senior philosophy major, said that the
bill was the first step to a
“pro-life dystopia.”
“The ‘heartbeat bill’ is an
attack on public safety that
threatens to allow an antagonistic threat mindset to flour-

ish in Texas and other states,
if the bill persists,” she said.
Maggie Hohlefelder, a senior theology major, argued
that, though the bill was
a “victory” for the pro-life
movement, it is insufficient on
its own.
“We need to focus our efforts on giving pregnant and
parenting women access to
good healthcare, paid maternity leave and social safety
nets. The pro-life movement
should be there fighting for
it,” she said.

DOJ sues Texas over “unconstitutional” abortion bill
B Y S OPHIE B OULTER
World News Editor

The Department of Justice
(DOJ) sued Texas over its ban
on abortions after six weeks
of pregnancy, arguing that
the ban is unconstitutional for
“thwarting” the traditional
process of judicial review.
This lawsuit is the first
significant step by the Biden
administration to contest
the most restrictive ban on
abortion in the U.S. The action comes after the Supreme
Court denied abortion clinics’
requests last week to block
Texas’s law.
Attorney General Merrick
Garland said that the abortion
law was purposefully created
to stop women from exercising their rights.
“The obvious — and expressly acknowledged — intention of this statutory
scheme is to prevent women
from exercising their constitutional rights by thwarting
judicial review for as long as
possible. Thus far, the law has
had its intended effect,” Garland said.
The Texas law attempted to circumvent Supreme
Court rulings which protect
the right to abortion. By encouraging private citizens to
enforce the ban through civil
lawsuits, the bill has thus far

avoided challenges in court.
“This kind of scheme to
nullify the Constitution of the
United States is one that all
Americans — whatever their
politics or party — should
fear. If it prevails, it may become a model for action in
other areas, by other states,
and with respect to other constitutional rights and judicial
precedents,” Garland said.
Garland argued that the
Texas law would impede federal programs from carrying
out their duties. For example,
employees of the Departments of Defense and Labor
were singled out for having
“federal obligations” to ensure
abortion access for affected
citizens.
The lawsuit seeks a declaratory judgement stating that
the Texas law is “invalid” under the Constitution’s Fourteenth Amendment and Supremacy Clause. The lawsuit
also seeks an injunction which
would forbid any future enforcement of the law.
Last week, Texas abortion
clinics requested that the Supreme Court block the abortion law. The Supreme Court
decided in an unsigned order
to reject the clinics’ request,
writing that the law was too
procedurally “complex” to
block.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP
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Mandated vaccines: A needed step

As the COVID-19 Delta
variant rips its way through
the U.S., vaccine mandates
are becoming increasingly
common in workplaces and
schools. Arguments against
getting the shots such as “the
government can’t make me”
and “it’s a free country” are
seeming to have less and less
leverage as we move forward
as a nation.
Last Thursday, President
Joe Biden gave the country
a huge push in the right direction when he delivered a
pointed speech addressing the
roughly 80 million eligible
Americans who remain unvaccinated. Though they are
in the minority, Biden called
them out for being the barrier that is “keeping us from
turning the corner.” And he
couldn’t be more right.
Not only did he hold these
people up to some much needed criticism, but he also set in
place a mandate that will ap-

ply to approximately 100 million working Americans.
This is massive progress
for the U.S. When the Delta variant began to break out
across the world, it felt like
we were reliving a nightmare
we thought was coming to a
close. Just as case numbers
were starting to settle, this
new strain — even more severe and contagious than the
first — has knocked us back
into mask-wearing and social
distancing. However, this time
around, we have the vaccine to
protect us.
It only works if people
actually get it, though. And
knowing the American people, we likely won’t reach the
targeted rates of vaccination
that officials are shooting for
unless they enforce it.
Even Dr. Colleen Hanycz,
president, has enforced a mandate here on campus requiring
every student to receive their
full dose by the start of the

Spring 2022 semester, which time coming up with one.
will hopefully raise our 77%
By getting vaccinated, you
of vaccinated students to a are not only protecting yourmuch more reassuring 100%. self, but also your friends, classOn campus or off, there is mates, coworkers and family.
no reason to wait to get your It isn’t a matter of freedom
s h o t s.
(Getting vaccinated) isn’t a mat- a n y A
s
ter of freedom anymore — nor m o r e
Biden
was it ever — but rather a matter — nor
s a i d
was it
of life and death.
in his
ever —
speech, it’s “safe, effective but rather a matter of life and
and free.” Not only is it all of death.
those things, it’s also conveAccording to the Centers
nient. There are over 80,000 for Disease Control and Prevaccination sites in the U.S., vention, unvaccinated people
and one of them is right up are hospitalized at 29 times
the hill at the Health United higher rates, and the chances
Building.
of an unvaccinated individuFor non-college students, al dying are 15 times higher
part of Biden’s mandate fo- than those of a vaccinated incuses on removing the ob- dividual.
stacles many people face in
In Biden’s words, “This is
order to get their shots, such the pandemic of the unvacas allowing laborers paid time cinated.” As of right now,
off to receive their vaccine. COVID-19 patients are floodAgain, if you’re looking for a ing hospitals and using up
reason not to get vaccinated, ventilators at a rate that our
you’re going to have a hard doctors and nurses could not

Faith’s dying, too

possibly keep up with, causing
them to deny other sick patient the care they need.
Getting your vaccine shows
that you care for every part
of your community, and having these mandates enforced
may allow us to move forward to living full and normal
lives again. Whether or not
it is forced upon you, with all
that we know, it is inarguable
that getting vaccinated is the
smart, responsible and compassionate thing to do for this
free but struggling country.

Teresa Dankoski is a
ÀUVW\HDU(QJOLVKPDMRU
She is an intern for Newswire from Fishers, Ind.

As I wrote last week, democracy is dying. But, it’s
not only politics that are failing. Belief and faith seem to
be at an all-time low as well.
I don’t mean faith in a purely
religious sense. I mean it in
a much broader sense of the
word. I’m talking about belief or faith in morals, values
and social ideologies. I know
that may sound pretty religious, but I’m also accounting for the fact that religion
also seems to be dying.
We all know that belief in
religion is declining, but in
a more general sense, people don’t even believe in the
morals that religions have
espoused either. It doesn’t
take one being a Christian to
believe in neighborly love.
My point is: There don’t
seem to be any more values
or ideologies that are solidly held up in society, and
therefore, the masses are
unsubscribing from them.
The only thing people seem
to care about anymore are
likes, followers, how much
money they have or how big
their gains are. Every day, it

seems like we’re running out
of things to believe in. But
who’s to say we can’t come
up with new morals and social values to wholeheartedly
believe and have faith in?
Our generation has the
potential of being the greatest generation there ever
was. However, it takes two
things: the choice to want
to be a part of the greatest
generation and putting in
the work to earn it.
This isn’t something new;
we have seen rapid and radical change in social values
throughout history with
the likes of Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr.
and Mahatma Gandhi. Although, to have anything
near the impact they had, we
have to put in the work, and
that starts with forming new
morals, values and ideologies
to live by so that we all can
get along a little more cohesively.
So I implore you to conversate and meditate on
those beliefs that are important to you and that you can
have absolute faith in.

However, I do have one
stipulation: those ideals that
you choose to believe in need
to serve life as it is now. This
stipulation must always be
kept in mind, because those
beliefs that work for us now
might not work for us 10
years down the line or for
others’ lives as they are now.
So go out and meditate on
the values to which you subscribe that serve your life,
and then conversate with
others about them. See what
kind of support or criticisms
they may have. Find likeminded people who also have
faith in those same beliefs as
you.
Additionally, this does not
only pertain to social values
or ideologies but also holds
ground in the political realm.
Think about what new policies and political actions you
would like to see come to fruition. Same as before, discuss
with others about it. They
may have points that could
bolster the new law you
want to see written, or they
could show how it might not
work in reality. Either way,

you’ll probably come across
someone (or some people)
who shares those views, and
together, you could possibly
make change happen.
My point is: Together, we
can make anything happen,
including redefining political, economic and social
norms.
To hell with the pointless
and vapid societal norms
from 100, 75 or even 10 years
ago that still underwrite life
in 2021 and still don’t serve
life as it is now. To hell with
those morals that not only
do not contribute to society
but detract from it.
We can make new values
that will serve our lives —
our lives which are threatened more and more every
day by climate change and
mass shootings, our lives
which are the first to grow
up with the internet from
birth and the constant interconnectedness that comes
along with it.
Why should we let our
lives be dictated by laws
and social norms that don’t
serve our lives? In short, we

shouldn’t. This is why no
one has faith in them anymore, and this is why we
need new ideals into which
we can wholeheartedly put
our faith.
Additionally, if what you
believe in is homophobic,
sexist, racist, transphobic
or just negative altogether, please don’t share those
views. That hatred is not
new and is very much already out there in the world.
In fact, it is those beliefs that
society and politics need to
move away from. So please,
if you fall into this category,
keep it to yourself.
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Xavier needs more dining options
Food. It’s no secret how
important it is. However,
it seems to be an issue on
Xavier’s campus to actually
get food, especially later in
the day. What is an inconvenience to every student on
campus is a major problem
to students who have dietary restrictions or crowded schedules.
Inconvenience is the only
word that can properly describe the situation on campus for your average student.
While the Hoff Dining Hall
does offer some semblance
of consistency, its early closing time of 8 p.m. leaves
students searching for alternative food solutions both on
and off campus.
On-campus options after
the dining hall closes are still
limited, with Currito having
inconsistent schedules and
even being closed completely on the weekends. Victory
Perk and Fujisan close earlier in the day as well, leaving Burger 513 as the only
on- campus option after 8
p.m. Burger 513 is only open
until 9 or 10 p.m., depending
on the day.
While this is somewhat
unfair towards the school because of the staffing shortage, it is not the fault of the
students that these places
are understaffed, as they are
the ones dealing with the
consequences of said work
shortage.

As for off-campus food
options, there are a few options within reach of campus, but not everyone has the
privilege of having a car or
spending money. It is unreasonable to expect every student to rely on options off
campus for food when they
are already paying an exorbitant cost for the dining hall
and the extra 200-400 dining dollars which can only
get you so far.
Getting food becomes
more than an inconvenience
if you have a crowded schedule or a schedule that’s slated
for later in the day. Student
athletes, for example, have
busier schedules than your
average student.
I was able to talk to a student athlete who said that
she has no more than “an
hour on a normal day to eat”
and sometimes has as little
as 20 minutes to run from
class, get to the dining hall,
eat and get back to practice
or schoolwork. She also talked about how it “depends on
study tables,” which student
athletes are required to participate in after classes and
practices.
During study tables, athletes are at the Cintas Center and cannot leave until
they have done their work.
This struggle isn’t reserved
for student athletes alone.
For those who have a later
or busier schedule between

clubs and academics, it can striction.
be difficult if not impossible
Hungry students don’t
to eat three meals a day with do well, which is obvious. If
these restricted hours and you’re stressing about how
lack of alternatives.
you’ll be able to eat with a
Annoyance turns into a di- busy schedule or worrying
lemma for those with dietary about where your next meal
restrictions. Vegetarian, pes- will come from because there
catarian and vegan options are no options that exist for
are in short supply outside you outside of the dining
of the dining hall. Restrict- hall, you will be mentally
ed hours are also a problem drained. It’ll be anxiety-infor these
It is unreasonable to expect ducing.
students,
It is unevery student to rely on acce ptbut the
options off campus for food able.
r e a l
trouble
A c when they are already paying
is findcording
an exorbitant cost for the
ing foods
dining hall and the extra 200- to Dr.
t h a t
Howard
400 dining dollars which can Taras, a
work for
only get you so far.
their speprofescific disor of
etary restrictions.
pediatrics at the University
I reached out to a first- of California, “In two of the
year vegetarian about her three studies conducted in
options on campus.
the United States, food insuf“Options at the Caf are ficiency was associated with
pretty good, (but) with the significantly poorer cogniCaf closing so early and ev- tive functioning, decreased
erything, it’s hard to have school attendance or dia balanced diet with a busy minished academic achieveschedule,” she said.
ment.”
As for non-dining hall
If Xavier does truly care
options, she mentioned that about not only their students
she “pretty much lives off but their reputation as a posof mac and cheese.” For a itive college environment,
student to live off one food they should make a conitem exclusively outside of scious effort to expand food
the dining hall is unaccept- options outside of Hoff.
able. She is not alone in this
By no means is it an easy
problem, sadly, as a decent problem to fix. However,
portion of the student base there are a few short-term
has some form of dietary re- solutions that can suffice in
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the meantime.
Stocking areas such as the
All for One shop with gluten-free and vegetarian options is a great start. While
the staffing problem is a taller task, offering incentives
such as bonuses, dining dollars and other deal sweeteners may help lure at least a
few more workers — specifically student workers — to
places such as Currito, Burger 513 and Victory Perk.
Potentially reaching a deal
with larger corporations that
specialize in dietary restrictions such as Udi’s, Impossible Meat or even California
Pizza Kitchen could allow
for a steadier supply of gluten-free options in and out
of the dining hall.
While it won’t be easy
to solve entirely, students
should not be punished for a
work shortage and certainly
not for dietary restrictions
outside of their control.

*UDG\%RULVLVDÀUVW
year English major.
He is a staff writer for
Newswire from Grafton, Mass.

The law’s flawed but affirms the right to life

A response to “The horror of Texas’ new abortion law”
It’s 1948, and countries
around the world are reckoning with a tragedy. Just
three years earlier, World
War II had come to an end
after an estimated 40 million
people died as a result of a
mass genocide.
In the wake of this chapter in history, 48 countries
from six continents gathered
in Paris to sign the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. As decided in Paris,
one of these fundamental
rights to which every human
is entitled is the right to life.
The controversy over the
individual’s right to life continues three quarters of a
century later — whether it’s
the threat to human rights
posed by the Taliban in Afghanistan or the debate on
abortion here in the U.S.
Inherently, that’s what
the Texas Heartbeat Act
is about — the right to life
for the unborn child. My
colleague Grace Hamilton
wrote last week in a piece
titled “The horror of Texas’s new abortion law” that
the law was instead a bounty, only interested in control
over women.
While I agree that the law

truly contains some horrible oversights, I believe it’s
a step in the right direction
in terms of the protection of
life itself.
But, before we take steps
to prohibit abortion, we
should focus on other methods of protecting everyone’s
right to life, and we should
especially focus on supporting women.
As Hamilton rightfully
points out in her piece, we
should spend more money
on sex education and birth
control.
Many young adults recieve a very limited scope
of sex education during
school — mostly just abstinence education and training. However, according to
many studies, this method
has proven ineffective, and it
has been for a long time.
A study from the mid2000s by the Guttmacher Institute noted 75% of people
have engaged in premarital
sex by age 20. The potential
intimacy of sex is degraded
as sex becomes more normalized by modern hookup
culture.
Given that abstinence
training is ineffective, it’s

important that our society of prevalent issues tied to
and our lawmakers prioritize the fight for every person’s
rethinking our sex education right to life. However, I beand offering free, readily ac- lieve that many do in fact
cessible contraceptives.
care about each of these isIn addition, as Hamilton sues.
noted, the bill offers no proWe should care about
tection for women who are fixing the foster care systhe victims of rape or incest tem, which attempts to acto recieve abortions. Tex- commodate around 500,000
as Gov.
children,
If we want to truly believe in fails to
Greg Abthe natural and inalienable s u p p o r t
bott adright of all humankind to life, hundreds
dressed
I implore us all to shift our o v e r this conIRFXVWRPDNLQJWKHÀJKWIRUOLIH w o r k e d
cern last
universal in its approach.
week.
a n d
“ Te x underas will work tirelessly to trained caretakers and leaves
make sure we eliminate all 20,000 individuals who age
rapists from the streets of out of the system to fend for
Texas,” Abbott said.
themselves each year.
While it’s an admirable
We should care about supaspiration, it’s frankly un- porting mothers who may
attainable and unacceptable have trouble paying for medthat women in those situa- ical bills or financially suptions weren’t considered for porting their child.
exceptions as a part of the
We should care about
law. Until we have a solu- abolishing the death penaltion to stop all rape, which ty, too, as Ohio Reps. Jean
will likely never happen, it Schmidt (R-Loveland) and
is important to offer women Adam Miller (D-Columbus)
the option of an abortion in proposed to the House this
these circumstances.
year.
Lastly, Hamilton says in
We should ensure that
her piece that “they don’t all forms of euthanasia and
care…,” and lists a number physician-assisted suicide re-

main illegal across the United States.
Each issue is something
that we should care about.
If we want to promote a society that values human life,
we need to prioritize each
one of those issues instead
of solely focusing on stopping abortion.
If we want to truly believe in the natural and inalienable right of all humankind to life, I implore us all
to shift our focus to making
the fight for life universal in
its approach. Together, we
can work to move forward,
creating a new society focused on the importance and
inherent dignity of human
life.

Hunter Ellis is the
Multimedia Managing
Editor for Newswire. He
is a senior Philosophy,
Politics and the Public
and French and Francofone studies major
from Sardinia, Ohio.
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Women’s soccer moves to No. 17

Emma Marcus scored two game-winners as Xavier beat Ball State and Loyola-Chicago
B Y J OE L AURICH
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier women’s soccer
moved up to No. 17 in the
country in the United Soccer
Coaches National Poll this
week following wins over
Ball State and Loyola-Chicago. The Musketeers 7-0 start
is their best since going 8-0 to
begin the 1990 season.
Against Ball State on
Thursday, Xavier picked up a
1-0 win on a goal from junior
forward Emma Marcus via
feed from freshman forward
Chloe Netzel in the 23rd minute.
“An ugly goal, but that’s
OK. I like ugly goals just as
much as I like sensational
goals,” Head Coach Nate Lie
said about the Musketeers’
only goal.
“It’s funny because Emma’s had so many chances this year, so many. She’s
forced keepers into so many
saves,” Lie added. “It was nice
to see her get that game-winner. She deserves it.”
As has been the case frequently this season, Xavier’s
defense once again stood out,
limiting Ball State to just one
shot on goal. Senior goalie Olivia Jenkins earned her
third shutout of the season.
Senior defenders Grace Brauer and Hayley Jakovich played
all 90 minutes for the Muske-

Newswire photo by Caroline Steiger

With wins over Ball State and Loyola-Chicago, the Xavier Musketeers moved up to No. 17 in the Top 25
rankings this week, advancing from No. 23. Xavier’s defense was talented again, only allowing one goal.

teers and were key to keeping
Ball State off the board.
Netzel and Marcus came
through for Xavier again
on Sunday, as each tallied
a goal in the 2-1 win over

Loyola-Chicago, who came
off a Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) championship
last season. In the seventh
minute, sophomore midfielder Elise Le assisted Netzel,

whose low shot on the left
side of the goal gave Xavier
an early 1-0 lead.
It was Netzel’s third goal
and team-high seventh point
of the season. Marcus scored

in the 49th minute to give
Xavier a two-goal cushion before Loyola’s Megan Nemec,
last year’s MVC player of the
year, gave the Ramblers their
only goal of the game in the
65th minute.
Late
in
the
game,
Loyola-Chicago made a push
but ultimately couldn’t find
the back of the net. They held
a 7-2 advantage in shots in
the second half, while Xavier
led 9-4 in the first half, giving
each team 11 shots.
Each team also had four
shots on goal.
“We scored early in both
halves. The 2-0 felt pretty
comfortable — it wasn’t like
2-0 when we were defending the whole time,” Lie said.
“The last 15-20 minutes were
a nightmare. (Loyola-Chicago) showed why they’re
champions. They showed
why they win a lot of games.”
“What I told our team is
if we’re ever losing by a goal,
which thankfully we haven’t
been this year, I want them
to press the issue like they
pressed the issue against us,”
he continued. “I have as much
respect for this team as I have
for any opponent we played in
a long time.”
Xavier closes out their
non-conference schedule tonight at 6 p.m. on the road
against Bowling Green.

Men’s soccer goes 3-0 on the week, moves to 6-1

Senior Felix Boe-Tangen picked up his first assist and first goal of the season
B Y J AKE G EIGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier men’s soccer continued their early season success with two wins last weekend against Chicago State and
Northwestern. Both games
were nail-biters, as the Musketeers were able to score
late goals in the contests and
move to 5-1 on the season.
The Musketeers began
their weekend at Corcoran
Field on Friday against the
Chicago State Cougars.
An overtime goal in the
93rd minute by junior forward Karsen Henderlong
gave Xavier a much-needed win after dropping their
first game to the then-No. 1
ranked Indiana Hoosiers on
Labor Day. Assisting Henderlong was redshirt junior
forward Felix Boe-Tangen,
who marked his first assist of
the season.
Senior goalkeeper Matt
Rosenberg had one save and
now has an average of .60
goals allowed per game. Defenders Jansen Miller, Pol
Hernandez and Taylor Crull
played the full 93 minutes
alongside sophomore midfielder Paul Bogarin.
Xavier dominated the game
in shots and ended the match
with a 10-2 advantage. They
also had a 7-1 advantage in

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Xavier men’s soccer picked up an overtime win over Chicago State last week before beating Northwestern
1-0. The Musketeers capped off their week with a third win, beating Robert Morris on the road yesterday.

shots on goal and were led by
Henderlong with two in that
department.
Head coach Andy Fleming said after the game that

he had a feeling this game
“would be a tough one, especially since Chicago State has
a solid defense.” Xavier improved to 4-1 while Chicago

State fell to 2-2.
Xavier returned to Corcoran Field on Sunday at 6 p.m.
for a showdown with the
Northwestern Wildcats from

the Big Ten Conference.
The Musketeers and Wildcats were even for most of the
game until Boe-Tangen got
past the defense and notched
a late goal in the 87th minute.
The Musketeers advance to
5-1 on the young season.
Senior midfielder Justus
Kauppinen assisted Boe-Tangen to make it his second assist and Boe-Tangen’s first
goal of the season.
Rosenberg recorded another shutout with one save and
improved his goals against
average to 0.50 through six
contests.
The Wildcats did have an
advantage with shots with
10-9, but Xavier had more
on goal with a 5-2 advantage. Xavier improved their
non-conference resume to
2-1 against the Big Ten Conference, with their other win
coming against the Ohio
State Buckeyes.
The Musketeers also defeated Robert Morris yesterday afternoon by the score of
1-0 off a goal by Kauppinen
in the 87th minute. It was
the first game-winning goal
of his career, and he had two
shots.
The team returns home to
Corcoran Field for their Big
East opener against the St.
Johns Red Storm on Saturday
at 7 p.m.
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Volleyball hosts home tournament
B Y O WEN M IGUEL
Guest Writer
Cintas Center hosted a
women’s volleyball tournament last weekend, where
fans saw Lipscomb, No. 6
Purdue, No. 10 Louisville and
Xavier play.
To kick off the weekend,
Xavier defeated Lipscomb
3-2. The first set was a close
battle with Lipscomb taking it
25-23, but Xavier responded
by winning the next two sets
25-23 and 25-18.
Lipscomb took the next
set 25-19, setting up a door-die final set. Xavier pulled
through in the final set 15-12,
winning the set and the game.
Graduate opposite hitter
Moriah Hopkins and redshirt
junior outside hitter Kelly
Franxman led the team with
kills, scoring 10 each. Kelly also contributed two aces
in the match. Senior middle
blocker Ellie Chaffee led the
team with four blocks, and
sophomore middle blocker
Delaney Hogan followed behind with three. Sophomore
libero Stevie Wolf led in digs
with 22.
When asked about the
back-and-forth nature of the
game, Head Coach Christy
Pfeffenberger said a lot of it
had to do with errors.
“The stretches were because of errors. I mean the

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Xavier women’s volleyball hosted a tournament last weekend featuring Lipscomb, along with nationally ranked No. 6 Purdue and No. 10
Louisville, along with Xavier. Xavier beat Lipscomb before dropping their match vs. Louisville. The Musketeers will play UC on the road tonight.

only reason we got that set is
because of their errors. They
got the fourth because of our
errors, and then we were able
to battle it out in the fifth,”
Pfeffenberger said.
The next day, Xavier faced
off against No. 10 Louisville
during which they took a 3-0

loss. Louisville took those sets
25-16, 25-12 and 25-10.
Hogan led the Muskies
with nine kills and one block.
Junior setter and right side
hitter Carrigan O’Reilly led
the team in assists with 18 and
also scored four kills without
an error. Wolf led the team in

digs again with 10.
Xavier women’s volleyball
heads to the University of
Cincinnati tonight for a crosstown matchup against the
Bearcats. First serve is at 6:30
p.m. Women’s volleyball also
play Miami (Ohio) tomorrow
night at home.

Men’s tennis opens up fall season in Ill.
B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Show Manager
Xavier men’s tennis took
part in their first fall tournament of the season at the
River Forest Collegiate Invite
over the weekend. The team
impressed early, scoring several victories.
Freshman Marco Pennelli
led the way winning his singles flight, but he was not
alone.
Three Musketeers ended
up competing in the championship round of their flight.
Over the weekend, Xavier
scored 22 total wins, with 14
of them coming in singles
matches and eight of them
coming from doubles. Pennelli
secured three wins in his flight
to open his college career.
Another freshman, Charlie
Temming, impressed by making it to the championship in
his flight after two solid victories. Junior Cambell Nakayama performed similarly, with
two wins of his own.
The remainder of the singles matches were a good
showing for Xavier as well,
with graduate student Brett
Winters picking up a win in
the No. 1 singles draw, junior
Shashank Reddy securing a
victory in the No. 6 singles
draw, and freshman Ryan Cahill winning his first ever college match.
In doubles, juniors Aaron

Sports
Banter
Bills Laughia
With under two minutes
left in the Bills’ 23-16 loss
to the Pittsburgh Steelers,
“Bills Mafia” was shown on
the CBS broadcast leaving Highmark Stadium in
droves. It was a tough look
for a fanbase that prides
themselves on being among
the best in sports.
Bracketology
Apparently Joe Lunardi
doesn’t have any other hobbies besides projecting the
NCAA Tournament field,
as his latest Bracketology
was released this week.
Joey Brackets has Xavier as
a 9 seed for the 2022 tournament, going up against
8th seeded Florida in the
East region. Put absolutely
zero stock in what Lunardi
thinks two months before
the season starts.
Bayern is unstoppable
After beating RB Leipzig
4-1 on Saturday morning, FC Bayern Munich
knocked off FC Barcelona
3-0 in the group stage of
the Champions League
Tuesday afternoon. Per
usual, Robert Lewandowski
was the star, scoring on a
penalty against Leipzig and
twice against Barcelona.

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Xavier men’s tennis was impressive in their opening season tune-up, winning over 20 matches during the
two-day event. Two freshman, Marco Pennelli and Charlie Temming were impressive for the Musketeers.

Thompson and Jake Zipoli
went 3-0 in the No. 4 draw,
leading the way for Xavier.
Xavier men’s tennis will
hit the road on Sept. 23rd for

their second fall invitational,
the ITA Ohio Valley Regional, located in Knoxville, Tenn.
The Musketeers will also play
in the Dayton Hidden Duals

the first weekend of October before closing out their
fall season Oct. 29-31 at the
Cleveland State Viking Invite
tournament.

USC doesn’t want Clay
It feels like Clay Helton has
been on the hot seat since
2004, but USC finally parted ways with their head
football coach on Monday.
It’ll be a coveted opening.
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Never Have I Ever... been represented
B Y C AROLINE P ALERMO
Guest Writer

Netflix is no stranger to
coming-of-age shows. It has
myriad options in its arsenal,
easily allowing you to add
one to your watchlist — the
very one that you’ll skip over
for several months while you
declare that there’s nothing
to watch and then proceed to
rewatch Friends for the fifth
time.
At first glance, Never Have
I Ever may seem like another
one of those teen dramas with
30-year-olds playing teenagers, love triangles, the strange
absence of homework and
best friends with seemingly
no outside life — but it’s not.
Never Have I Ever deals with
coming-of-age issues in a way
that feels authentic.
Devi
Vishwakumar
(Maitreyi
Ramakrishnan),
a
first-generation
Indian-American teen, is eager
for a fresh start as she begins
her sophomore year. Viewers
cannot help but sympathize
with Devi as her tumultuous
inner voice and narrator, John
McEnroe, recaps her freshman year.
Devi unexpectedly loses
her father during her orchestra concert, triggering a psychosomatic paralysis in her
legs and the arrival of her

Photo courtesy of @maurajuenger via Twitter

seemingly-perfect cousin Kamala (Richa Moorjani).
Luckily, she overcomes her
paralysis before the start of
sophomore year. Determined
to move past the label of
“paralyzed Indian girl whose
dad dropped dead at a school
function,” Devi sets forth with
a plan to rebrand herself and
her best friends into cool kids.
The most refreshing aspect
of the show is Devi’s charac-

ter. While many shows center
around a White, likable, upper-class protagonist, Devi is
almost none of these things.
She’s South Asian, narcissistic
and has a temper that gets her
into far too much trouble, but
she’s also funny, sweet and insecure. At her core, Devi is a
good kid, but she makes selfish decisions that negatively
impact her loved ones.
Whereas other shows may

brush away these flaws, Never
Have I Ever combats this by
having Devi face consequences for her actions. When she
sacrifices her relationships
with her friends for a boy, her
friends take a break from her
toxicity.
Devi is beautifully complex and a sight for sore eyes,
whereas typically, she would
be considered nothing beyond
“racially diverse.”

It is uplifting to see Never
Have I Ever tackle comingof-age issues with tact. Much
of the first season deals with
Devi’s avoidance of accepting
the loss of her father, while
her mother tries to adjust
to becoming a newly single
mom.
It’s a realistic glimpse into
the heartbreak and struggle
of losing a loved one. It’s
common to see diverse side
characters, but they usually feel like cutouts pressed
into the script to appease the
masses.
Never Have I Ever notably pulls away from this with
characters like Fabiola (Lee
Rodriguez), an anxious teen
with more interest in robotics
than pop culture. It showcases her struggle of finding her
identity as a gay teen, while
her peers try to tell her who
she should be now. Her arc
underscores that this is not
something that defines her;
it’s simply another thing that
makes her Fabiola.
Never Have I Ever is not
perfect. It has moments where
the teen dialogue sounds more
like a Twitter post or the occasional character who reads
more like a caricature than
a real human. Yet, the show
manages to represent teens
and their struggles in an authentic way that so many others fail to do.

Blue’s Clues’ Steve says, “We’re still friends, too”

Sports Editor Joe Clark reminisces on the easy life with Nick Jr.’s Steve Burns
B Y J OE C LARK
Sports Editor
19 years ago, I lost one of
my first friends, and now I understand why.
Steve Burns, the original
host of the Nick Jr. hit Blue’s
Clues, returned last week to
release a video message for
the show’s 25th anniversary.
In the message, he delivered
an emotional speech to everyone who grew up watching
him, explaining why he left
the show. Steve explained that
he went to college.
“I got to use my mind and
take a step at a time, and now
I am literally doing many of
the things that I wanted to
do,” he said.
Steve recalled the good
times we all had with other
friends like Mr. Salt and Mrs.
Pepper (who both currently reside in my cabinet) but
also acknowledged what his
friends have been through
over the years.
“And it’s just… it’s just so
amazing, right? I mean, we
started out with clues and
now it’s what? Student loans
and jobs and families, and
some of that has been kind of
hard, you know? I know you
know,” Steve told us.
The video went viral and
spawned reactions across social media from people who

grew up watching Steve.
Many commenters appreciated not only him telling us all
why he left, but also hearing
him talk about the complexities of life.
In the video, he wore the
same shirt he wore for all
100 episodes of the show he
appeared on before he handed off the reins of the show
to Joe, who went on to host
43 episodes. Joe was fine as a
host, but he was nothing like
Steve.
Blue’s Clues is still on the
air and has been rebranded as
Blue’s Clues & You, in whichSteve and Joe appeared in the
premiere to welcome their
cousin Josh as the new host
of the show. A Blue’s Clues &
You movie is currently in the
works.
When I was sitting in my
thinking chair with my own
handy dandy notebook trying to figure out why the heck
Blue would leave a paw print
on the tree, I wasn’t worried
about finding a job or school
or really much of anything
except my next cup of milk.
I would get up and dance
with Steve when we finally
figured out Blue’s clues, which
were pretty hard to solve
sometimes.
Steve taught me about
holidays like Hanukkah and
Kwanzaa in “Blue’s First Hol-

Photo courtesy of Joe Clark

Sports Editor Joe Clark responds to original Blue’s Clues star Steve Burns with a positive message of his own.
The actor released a message last week encouraging former viewers to brave new challenges in their lives.

iday,” which I still watch every holiday season. When I
think of Blue’s Clues, I think
of Steve. And last week, when

Steve talked to me, it made me
unbelievably happy.
“I guess I just wanted to
say that after all these years,

I never forgot you. Ever. And
I’m super glad we’re still
friends,” he said. I’m glad
we’re still friends too, Steve.
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Broadway shows return in NYC and Cincy
B Y S PENCER T RACY
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Coming to the stage live
for the first time since March
2020, Broadway is back in
New York and in other cities
all across America.
The shows have already be-

gun opening in NYC, starting
with famous Broadway show
Waitress. If you missed the
action this week, there are 10
more shows premiering once
again from now through October. There are more shows
scheduled for the rest of the
year, though theater officials

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

Several hit Broadway shows will be returning to the stage this fall,
including Hadestown, Chicago, Hamilton, Aladdin, Waitress and Wicked.

are keeping their eyes on
COVID-19 numbers closely.
Fan favorite Broadway
shows such as Hamilton, Chicago and Aladdin are also returning to the New York
stage in 2021.
It’s been a long, laborious
process to get back on stage, as
Broadway officials have been
trying to make a comeback
since last October but failing
due to COVID-19 spikes. Theaters and tours were originally hoped to only shut down
until April 12, 2020, but that
was quickly pushed back to
June 7 and then Sept. 6 of last
year.
Theater vanished not only
in the U.S. but also London’s
West End, which was shut
down completely until May
2021, when it announced a
plan to reopen its doors to the
public.
Heightened vaccine distribution and diminishing
COVID-19 spikes around the
world gave Broadway the
green light for a soft reopening this fall.
As of Sept. 14, tickets
are on sale for 13 Broadway
shows, including Waitress,
Stomp, Wicked and Hadestown.
According
to
Broadway
League, a handful of shows
will premiere throughout
September and continue over
the winter, while more will
debut or reemerge over the
summer.
Local performances are set
to occur at both Broadway in
Cincinnati and the Aronoff
Center for the Arts.
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Local artist Boo Deity makes a Midwestern splash
B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
Opinions & Editorials
Editor

Last week, I had the pleasure of speaking with local
artist and entrepreneur Boo
Deity.
Deity is originally from
Kentucky and studied English
literature at Mount Saint Joseph University in Cincinnati. She says that while she has
always been interested in art,
she had previously doubted
she could pursue it as a career.
It was while selling art in
Hawaii following college that
Deity realized that art “was
the only thing for (her).”
After roughly four years
of selling art for Peter Lik, a
well-known nature and landscape photographer, Deity
moved to New York and became a gallery manager in
Nantucket selling blue chip
art.
It was while working as a
gallery manager that she met
Wayne White, the artist who
designed the sets for Pee Wee
Herman’s Playhouse. Meeting
White spurred another realization for Boo.

“I was kind of just like, ‘Oh,
okay, I get it now. I’m really
supposed to be literally using
my hands and doing things all
day,’” Deity explained.
With the money she had
saved from her work in the art
consulting world, she moved
back to Cincinnati and began
painting.
Deity explained that creating and selling art in Cincinnati is a new experience compared to the other places she’s
lived.
“Nobody understands what
the art world looks like when
you’re in the Midwest,” Deity
said. “When I was selling art
in busy cities, people would
walk in and understand that...
what they’re looking at is
going to be more than four
grand. And that allowed me to
form relationships and really
learn what (a sale at a major
gallery) means.”
But the Midwest is different, she believes.
“We have a lot of industry here, and those industries
bring industry people. And
unfortunately… the people
who spend 12% of their income on art, they’re not work-

ing in factories and they don’t
own factories,” Deity said.
In her experience with selling art in Cincinnati, Diety
said, “You have to start from
square one on what art is and
what it means to literally just
be an artist and be able to
eat. To tell people, ‘This is a
career, and I have to eat, and
that’s why it looks this way.’”
However, Deity added that
the biggest thing about being
an artist in the Midwest is the
sense of community.
“Everyone in the Midwest
really understands community, and they understand getting together for church, for
dinner and for yard sales,” Deity said.“So using my friends
and meeting people who are
doing the same thing as me,
finding ways we can help each
other and be mutually beneficial has been the biggest thing
about trying to grow here.”
One of the best examples
of that communal growth is
Street Stains, Deity’s clothing
brand. Street Stains combines
her paintings with upcycled
clothing and is sold at Pistil Vintage, her friends’ shop
near Findlay Market.

Photo courtesy of streetstains.com

Boo says the first Street
Stains items were designed as
Christmas gifts for her sisters,
but after receiving an Instagram message from a friend,
she decided to sell them.
“I thought (Street Stains) is
a great way to translate what
fine art is to Cincinnati. To
me, each of the pieces is art.

It’s a one-of-a-kind piece,” she
said. “It’s a beautiful thing to
be able to sell my own stuff.
That’s the fulfilling part,
when someone finds something they love... they didn’t
have to like your art... and
they didn’t have to believe in
you, but when they do it’s just
super magical.”
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BUi LD-A-HOROSCOPE WORKSHOP
Build your own
horoscope! First, pick
a term from the word
bank. Whichever one
FDWFKHV\RXUH\HÀUVW
will do. Then, simply
insert it into your star
sign’s horoscope and
bada bing, bada boom,
you’ve built your own
horoscope.

Word Bank
Wallace and Gromit

Tiny Tim (from A Christmas Carol, not the dude)

a cool dude, but whenever you talk
in class everyone thinks you sound
just like __________.

Gemini: You’re about to enter
your _____ phase. This is the second most important stage in one’s
young life behind their emo phase.
Cancer: You lack a spine. You walk
around all day acting like a tall
glass of _______.

Ooze

Beeg Yoshi

&DOFLÀHG%LUG3RRS

$PHULFDQ,PSHULDOLVPLQWKH3DFLÀFLQWKH(DUO\WK&HQWXU\
Yerba Maté

Unreleased “Weird Al” Yankovic Demo Tapes

Student Government Association (SGA)

Steve Buscemi

A Rat That Lives In Your Hair and Controls Your Every Move

Aries: There’s not enough
________ in your life; this is the
reason for your recent downward
spiral.
Taurus: I know you think you’re

Perpetual Virginity

Leo: Don’t see American Idiot this

Sagittarius: “A ______ in the
hand is worth two in the bush.” —
Socrates, probably.

weekend; instead, watch 10-hour
______ compilations on YouTube.

Virgo: You’re always saying, “My

Capricorn: Keep your friends

life is like a movie,” but be realistic:
Have you ever seen a movie about
some dude who’s obsessed with
______?

close, but keep ______ closer.

Aquarius: Your _____ chakra is all
out of whack. Buying some crystals
should fix this.

Libra: ________ lives rent-free in
your mind. Maybe start chargin’
‘em.

Pisces: In the end, all will be
reduced to ash. Someday, the last
human will die, and nothing of our
civilization will remain — nothing,
that is, except for ________.

Scorpio: The next SGA election is
ramping up to be hotly contested,
but for you, the choice is clear. Vote
for ______.

Xavier
By
The
Numbers
Connect the dots to reveal the comic.

Word Search for Pro-Gamers
Use the word bank from the horoscopes

“A little bit of tongue-in-cheek humor.”
B Y G RIFFIN B RAMMER

D’Artagnan’s Riddle Corner
B Y T ESS B REWER AND O WEN M IGUEL, 6WDৼ:ULWHUV

a. What is hard to understand,
annoying to be a part of and
funny to watch?
d. What’s the
password?

b. Father, no kin; pie, all crust;
common no more. Who am I?

e. No clothes, fun with friends
and very wet. Where are you?

c. Here today, gone tomorrow.
What am I?

f. Who has great music
taste, is a great listener, very
funny, very attractive and is
available?

g. You’ll never find a
greater hive of scum and
villainy. Where am I?

Answer Key: a. SGA, b. Father Graham, c. The dining options at Xavier University, d. Now open your Xavier two-factor authentication app, e. Brockman communal bathrooms, f. Owen Miguel (sc: owenmiggs), g. The Xavier E-Sports Lounge.

